**EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES**

835 PRIDE DRIVE, SUITE B
HAMMOND, LA 70401

TEL. 985-543-4333 FAX 985-543-4817

**PURPOSE**

Florida Parishes Human Services Authority was created as a special authority which, through its Board of Directors, directs the operation and management of community based programs relative to mental health, developmental disabilities and addictive disorders services, including the Alcohol and Drug Unit and Fontainebleau Treatment Center. FPHSA serves residents in the parishes of: Livingston, St. Helena, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, and Washington. For a list of the Board of Directors, please visit our website at www.fphsa.org.

**MISSION**

Florida Parishes Human Services Authority (FPHSA) is lighting the path forward into Recovery by providing person-centered services to those with behavioral health needs and developmental disabilities so that they may reach their fullest potential in health and wellness.

**CONNECT WITH US**

WEBSITE: WWW.FPHSA.ORG
EMAIL: ADMIN@FPHSA.ORG
MAILING LIST: TEXT “FPHSA” TO 22828
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: JOBS.LA.GOV

**FPHSA DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SERVICES LOCATION**

Hours of Operation:
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

**WHAT IS A DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY?**

A developmental disability, is defined in LA R.S. 28:451.2. Please refer to this law or visit our website more information.

**CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SERVICES**

Hours of Operation:
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

**Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities Services**

Lighting the Path Forward for the residents of: Livingston, St. Helena, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, and Washington Parishes since 2004

**FPHSA DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SERVICES LOCATION**

835 Pride Drive, Suite B
Hammond, LA 70401

Tel. 985-543-4730 OR 800-866-0806
TDD 985-543-4754
Fax 985-543-4752

**FLORIDA PARISHES HUMAN SERVICES AUTHORITY**

Ofrecemos servicios en espanol
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES**

**FPHSA Provides the following behavioral health services:**

- **ADDICTIVE DISORDERS SERVICES**
- **MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES**
- **GAMBLING PREVENTION**

**ADDICTIVE DISORDERS/SUBSTANCE USE SERVICES FOR ADULTS**

FPHSA would like to be a partner in recovery by providing assessment and treatment services for individuals and their significant others experiencing substance use and/or gambling behaviors.

We provide an array of services in our outpatient, intensive outpatient (IOP) and residential programs including the following:

- Screening/Assessment;
- Medication Assisted Treatment (with non-narcotic medications);
- Individual Therapy;
- Group Therapy;

Our Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP) provides a total of nine hours of treatment per week. The program is provided three days per week, with sessions lasting for three hours each day. FPHSA also offers evening groups at some locations. We also have two residential programs that allow recovery in a protected environment. Referrals are accepted statewide.

We strive to provide quick access to care for all persons seeking treatment. In order to decrease the risk to mother and child, pregnant women who use drugs and/or alcohol are a priority.

**MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS**

FPHSA would like to be a help in recovery for individuals and their significant others with their mental health and emotional needs related to depression, bipolar, schizophrenia, anxiety and trauma. We can develop a thorough assessment and treatment plan to outline goals and action steps to help one move towards recovery. Our outpatient clinic services include:

- Screening/Assessment;
- Medication Management;
- Individual Therapy;
- Group Therapy;
- Family Therapy;
- Tobacco Cessation; and
- Assessment and Coordination of Health Needs

**GAMBLING SERVICES**

FPHSA provides group and individual counseling for clients and their families suffering from a gambling disorder. All services are provided by a licensed or certified treatment professional. There are no fees for these services for Florida parish area residents. For information or to access services contact Robert Hetrick LAC, CGC at (985) 649-5265 or by contacting the:

**Louisiana Problem Gambling Help Line**

1-877-770-7867

**PREVENTION SERVICES**

FPHSA believes that interventions need to start early in our communities and cultures in order to improve community health and functioning. Our prevention activities are coordinated with our community partners in an effort to stop alcohol, tobacco, and other drug problems before they start. Please visit our website for a listing of our community partners.

**FPHSA OUTPATIENT BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINICS**

Hours of Operation:
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

**FPHSA BOGALUSA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINIC**

2106 Avenue F, Bogalusa 70427
P.O. Box 663, Bogalusa, 70429
TEL. 985-732-6610
FAX 985-732-6626

**FPHSA MANDEVILLE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINIC**

900 Wilkinson Street, Mandeville 70448
TEL. 985-624-4450
FAX 985-624-4461

**FPHSA ROSENBLUM BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER**

835 Pride Drive, Hammond 70401
TEL. 985-543-4730 or 800-866-0806
FAX 985-543-4752

**FPHSA SLIDELL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINIC**

2331 Carey Street, Slidell 70458
TEL. 985-646-6406
FAX 985-646-6460

Interpreter and translation services available at all locations

**AFTERHOURS CRISIS**

(M-F 4:30 p.m. – 8:00 a.m.; Weekends & Holidays)

If you are experiencing a behavioral health crisis outside of our normal business hours, please call our after-hours line at 211 or 1-855-268-1091. You can also access crisis chat at [www.vialink.org](http://www.vialink.org). Text Chat is also available by texting “TXT211” to 504-777-EASE (3273).